MANAGING INSIDE BEHAVIOUR

LOW LEVEL BEHAVIOUR EXAMPLES
- Not following instructions
- Disrupting the class
- Negative interactions with peers
- Not following class expectations
- Returning late to class

Student gets a clean slate at the start of each day.

ACTIONS:
- Friendly reminder of rule
- Name on the board = 2nd warning
- Mark against name = 3rd warning
- Second mark = Time out in sight of teacher (15 minutes max).

Work missed will be made up during play or student will spend that time with a teacher on duty where necessary.

HIGH LEVEL BEHAVIOUR EXAMPLES
- Physical violence or verbal abuse
- Wilful damage or theft of property
- Discriminatory behaviour
- Refusal to follow instructions

ACTIONS:
High level offences or sufficient low level repeats for the teacher to believe strategies are not working can result in:
- Removal to another classroom
- Contacting Principal or Assistant Principal
- Removal of privileges
- Contact with parents

Repeated high level offences or constant low level offences may result in:
- Behaviour management plan
- Suspension
- Expulsion

RESPECT
COMPASSION
OPTIMISM
COMMITMENT
HONESTY